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**Issue 22/23 (September, 2015)**

*Editorial* by Oscar Hemer

*In (and about) this issue [September 2015]* by Flor Enghel

*Glocal Times: Index 2005-2015*

*Participatory video and citizen voice – We’ve raised their voices: Is anyone listening?* by Tamara Plush

*Where Voice and Listening Meet: Participation In and Through Interactive Documentary in Peru* by Mary Mitchell

*Rethinking the definition of participatory video at the interface of theory and practice* by David Montero Sánchez and José Manuel Moreno Domínguez

*Can we study Participatory Video within Film Studies? A succinct approach* by Sergio Villanueva

*Music, Movements and Conflict* by Anders Høg Hansen

*Towards a global conversation* by Thomas Hylland Eriksen

*Broadening our perspectives in communication and in development* by Karin Gwinn Wilkins

*Looking Back, Looking Forward: On the Renewal of CSC Theory* by Pradip Thomas

*Communication about communication for development: The rhetorical struggle over the history and future of C4D* by Martin Scott

*Communication and social change: reclaiming ‘the political’* by Thomas Tufte

*From ‘Hopeless Continent’ to ‘Africa Rising’: emerging discourses, opportunities and challenges for development communication* by Peter da Costa

*Media Development – a ten year perspective* by Gordon Adam

*Enabling “Next Generation Glocal Communicators”* by Helen Hambly Odame

*Another fine mess: Communicative Ecologies, Glocal Times and Me* by Hugo Boothby

*Two practitioners look 10-years back (A Reflection)* by Wendy Quarry and Ricardo Ramirez

*A Breath of Fresh Air* by Silvia Balit

*C4D over ten years* by Jackie Davies

*Malmö was the start of an incredibly fulfilling journey for me* by Rasna Warah

*Communication for Development is also a way of life* by Erliza Lopez Pedersen

*Back to basic* by Rebecca Bengtsson

*On seeking and sharing info* by Linda Karlsson

**Issue 21** (December, 2014)

*On Deadlocks and Simulations* by Oscar Hemer

*In this issue* by Florencia Engel

*Reflections on a two-week global LinkedIn debate: Community participation for radio financial sustainability* by Birgitte Jallov, A. Sofie Jannusch
Diverse Communities, Diverse Media: The 10th OURMedia conference in Goroka, Papua New Guinea by Verena Thomas, Clemencia Rodríguez
Media and governance in Latin America: The role of communication for development by Paola Sartoretto
Establishing Networks of Change: The Second International Encounter of Graduate Programs in Communication, Development and Social Change by Mery Perez
Social media and the “Menace to Society”: Potential and limitations of alternative media in Turkey by Sofia Hafdell
Ethnographic Representations of Self and the Other in Museums To whom do they speak, and what do they say? by Yee-Yin Yap

Issue 20 (June, 2014)
Canadian Divides by Oscar Hemer
In this Issue by Florencia Enghel
Critical perspectives on changing media environments in the Global South by Poul Erik Nielsen
Navigating distant worlds: International development and social change in interactive web documentary by Charlotte Jenner
Analysing visual representations in the North Korean Refugee Movement for Social Change and Justice by Pearl Jones
Participatory video in Myanmar: Capacity building for local facilitators by Gareth Benest
Documentary cinema, memory and reconciliation: An interview with Joshua Oppenheimer, director of “The Act of Killing” by Nubia Rojas
Promoting communication in agricultural and rural development: FAO’s priorities and initiatives in 2014 by Mario Acunzo and Vanessa Vertiz

Issue 19 (September, 2013)
A fine balance by Oscar Hemer
In this Issue by Florencia Enghel
Mediated and non-mediated communication practices of Filipino au pairs in Denmark by Erliza Lopez Pedersen
Action! Livestreaming as means of civic engagement: A case study of citizen journalism in Egypt and Syria by Rebecca Bengtsson
Internet-based Community Radio and communication rights: A Chilean case study by Carolin Törnqvist
Reflections on MA thesis work on Communication for Development by Anders Høg Hansen
The Communication for Development (C4D) Network by Jackie Davies
My ICA 2013: Navigating the London conference in a quest for Development Communication… and beyond by Valentina Bãú
Comprehending social change in an era of austerity: Reflections from a communication perspective by Teke Ngomba

Issue 17/18 (September, 2012)
The Challenge of the Present Continuous by Oscar Hemer
In this Issue by Florencia Enghel
Means of Communication - Transnational Struggles and Scarce Resources by Thomas Hylland Eriksen
Mobilizing for Global AIDS Treatment - Clicking Compassion and Shopping Salvation by Lisa Ann Richey
The Potential of Foreign News as International Development Communication by Bella Mody
The Underside of Communication in Development by Nora C. Quebral
**Rebranding Development Communications in Emergent India** by Paula Chakravartty

**Public Sector Software, Participatory Communications and Social Change** by Pradip Ninan Thomas

**Is it Possible to Generate Development Starting from Communication?** By Rosa María Alfaro Moreno

**Communication for Development in Good and Difficult Times - The FAO Experience** by Silvia Balit

**The Limits of Communication - The Gnat on the Elephant** by Wendy Quarry, Ricardo Ramírez

**The Growing Pains of Community Radio in Africa - Emerging Lessons Towards Sustainability** by Peter da Costa

**Reality Television for Community Development - The Kwanda Initiative in South Africa** by Lebo Ramafoko, Gavin Andersson, Renay Weiner

**The Globalization of the Pavement - A Tanzanian Case Study** by Ylva Ekström, Anders Høg Hansen, Hugo Boothby.

**Teaching and Learning Communication Process as Community-based Transdisciplinary Inquiry** by Helen Hambly Odame, Natalie Oram

**The Civil Society Organization Media Manager as Critical Communicator** by Peter Lemish, Kelly Caringer

**Social Entrepreneurship and Communication for Development and Social Change - Rethinking Innovation** by Emile G. McAnany

**Global Survival - Towards a Communication of Hope?** By Cees J. Hamelink

**ComDev in the Mediatized World** by Oscar Hemer, Thomas Tufte

**Is the Development Industry Taking Care of Business? - Why We Need Accountability in Communication for Social Justice** by Karin Gwinn Wilkins

---

**Issue 16** (September, 2011)

**The new spectre – Mediatization** by OSCAR HEMER

**In this Issue by Florencia Enghel**

**Mobile phones in Tanzania: tools for social change?** By Adela Rodrigo

**Using participatory photography to stimulate critical thinking: collaborative action-research in Australia and Tanzania** by Cassandra Doyle, Karen Thulstrup

**The field diary as a bridge between theory and practice** by Rosalind Yarde

**Using social media for conservation fundraising in Kenya: the case of WildlifeDirect** by Liz Mwambui

**The International Tribunal on Climate Justice: cultural meanings and social change** by Carys Hughes

**Locating agency in film for change** by Søren Sønderstrup

---

**Issue 15** (December, 2010)

**An unconventional partnership** by Oscar Hemer

**In this Issue by Florencia Enghel**

**Meta-research of development communication studies, 1997-2006** by Hemant Shah

**Participatory development communication: between rhetoric and reality** by Soledad Muñiz

**City Sisters navigating the Glocal Mediascapes in Dar es Salaam** by Ylva Ekström

**Getting it together** by SIDA DEPARTMENT FOR METHODOLOGIES AND AID EFFECTIVENESS

**Book critique by Skype: academics take on practitioners** by Wendy Quarry, Ricardo Ramirez

---

**Issue 14** (May, 2010)

**Storytelling reclaimed** by Oscar Hemer

**In this Issue by Florencia Enghel**
Communicating with Decision Makers by Silvia Balit
Communicating with Decision Makers (Continued) by Sylvia Balit
The Development Myth by Rasna Warah
Social and Non-Formal Learning Environments. Educational approaches to the notion of ‘participation’ by Anders Høg Hansen
Promoting Social change: The Case of Female Genital Mutilation by Katja Svensson
Looking for Amina. An experience of Forum Theatre by Jordi di Miguel

Issue 13 (November, 2009)
Research and Networking as the Way Forward by Oscar Hemer
In this issue by Florencia Enghel
What’s in a Name? Problematizing communication’s shift from development to social change by Karin Wilkins
Incentives and Participation in Development Communication. Evidence from 63 recent projects by Emile McAnany
Market Versus Mall. Catalysing public debate through new media technologies by Doug Anwar Jahangeer
Participatory Video Hubs. Building global media networks with a difference by Nick Lunch
The Role of Media in Rolling Out Democracy in Pakistan by Lotte Dahlmann
Sugar Coating, or the Manufacture of Community Support. A case study from Ghana by Jason Rush
Our Petrified Gardens. Constructions of identity on South African TV by Susan Hayden

Issue 12 (April 7, 2009)
Communication, development and… counterterrorism by Gordon Adam
Knowledge is the beginning: a film about the West-East Orchestra by Florencia Enghel
Bridging the gap between Community Based Organizations and donors by Ulrika Wedin
Beyond the pencil test by Andre Powe
Talk right, make right by Johanna Stenersen
Old dogs learn new (e)tricks by Wendy Quarry and Ricardo Ramírez
Media, democracy and globalization by Zeenath Hasan
Remembering Colin Fraser by Silvia Balit

Issue 11 (October 11, 2008)
Seeing beyond celebrity by Varihi Scott
Big Brother and empowered sisters by Helen Belcastro
Sex tourism and the importance of images by Charlotte Pruth
Dancing to change by Evelyn Lutwama-Rukundo
A mobile cinema experience in Niger by Dominique Thaly

Issue 10 (February 28, 2008)
Research and communication: bridging the research-policy gap? by Niels Keijzer, Wendy Quarry, Ricardo Ramírez and Florencia Enghel
Decision makers do want communication –but they may not want participation by Wendy Quarry
Strategies for impact and policy relevance by John Young
Evidence-based advocacy in development practice by Catherine Hine
Linking evidence with policy and practice by Andrew Chetley

**Issue 9** (November 23, 2007)
A case for the quantitative assessment of participatory communication programs by Tom Jacobson
Participation as structural by Karin Gwinn Wilkins and Young-Gil Chae
Towards transdisciplinarity and a complex role for the scientist by Rico Lie
Participatory communication by Paolo Metafolopulos
Participatory communication research: history and future of the IAMCR Section by Florencia Enghel

**Issue 8** (published August 20, 2007)
Memories of division, memories of reconciliation by Michael Chapman
Memories, texts and collages by Franco Frescura
Memories of modernity in Swedish prose fiction by Ingrid Elam
Unmasking the voice of young shoe shiners in La Paz by April Pojman
Memories of a modernity-to-be by Oscar Hemer
Networking for learning: the Pelican Initiative by Niels Keijzer

**Issue 7** (February 8, 2007)
Communicating as one? by Peter da Costa
A compendium of regional perspectives in Communication for Development by Wendy Quarry and Ricardo Ramirez
What do they think? Policy-makers and the role of Communication for Development by Colin Fraser, Sonia Restrepo Estrada and Leonardo Mazzei
Communication for Development: making a difference by Jan Servaeset al
Policy-makers’ perceptions of Communication for Development: two surveys twelve years apart by Colin Fraser and Sonia Restrepo Estrada
Are we communicating development? by Alfonso Gumucio Dagron
Without communication, there is no development by Rosa María Alfaro
Paternalism: the ‘outside’ or ‘rejected inside’ of partnership? by Maria Erikson Baaz
The Rome consensus by The WCCD participants

**Issue 6** (December 4, 2006)
Reclaim the brand name by Rikke Andreassen
Enhancing media literacy by Cecilia Von Feilitzen
Mapping space, conflict and identity by Anders Hog Hansen
Unspeakable words remain unspoken by Kerstin Gossé
Libraries as a tool for education and social change by Maud Hell
A spider in a development net by Ann Jornéus Tenfalt
Selling the backstage by Johanna Stenersen

**Issue 5** (September 22, 2006)
Collective memory and media news by Ruth Teer-Tomaselli
Researching popular culture by Hilde Arntsen
An analysis of the learning potentials of edutainment board games by Mette Grøndahl Hansen, Stine Vikkelsø, Lise Grauenkær Jensen, Stine Kromann-Larsen and Martha Topp
Transnational Senegalese cinema between nationalism and globalization by Mari Maasilta
Murals as a popular medium of communication in South Africa by Sabine Marschall
Alternative media and the global popular by Nkosi Ndlela
Isidingo - The Need by Norbert Wildermuth
HIV and AIDS in Uganda and Serbia by Naomi Delap
Internet-based education from a gender perspective: a South-African case by Louise Frykheden
Farm communities in Zimbabwe by Clever Maputseni

Issue 4 (June 1, 2006)
HIV/AIDS communication and prevention: an introduction by Thomas Tufte
Ideology, discourse and dominance in the AIDS era by Warren Parker
The risk of AIDS by Helle Samuelsen
Blind spots and wasted effort in Caribbean HIV/AIDS policy making by Marjan De Bruin
Promoting transparency, best practice and greater accountability in the HIV/AIDS field by Rodrigo Garay
Stigma: the key challenge for HIV/AIDS communication by Thomas Tufte
Life of tragedies by Claudia Blume
Electronic resources for media on HIV/AIDS by Jackie Davis

Issue 3 (February 3, 2006)
Communication for Social Change by James Deane
Development communication in a borderless world by Nora C. Quebral
A legacy on which to build by Paul G. Macleod
Nora Cruz Quebral: writer and thinker par excellence by Maria Celeste H. Cadiz
Teaching and learning Communication for Development by Helen Hambly Odame
Truth and artistic memory in Istanbul: an attempt to define a new Balkan Cultural Studies by Andrew Finkel
Walking the tightrope by Sara Johansson
Advocating for HIV vaccines by César Bazán
Digital communication for development in Nepal by Gabriella Westberg

Issue 2 (October 16, 2005)
Art in the age of siege by Nikos Papastergiadis
Information-for-development: business as usual, or breakthrough? by Jan Nedervee Pieterse
Balkan predicaments by Maja Povranovic Frykman
No ‘final solution’ to the memory problem by Anders Hog Hansen
Filmmakers as ‘reconciliators’: the Videoletters project by Florencia Enghel
What does art matter? by Susan Kennard
Communication: a means to improve the implementation of development programmes by Ulla Engberg
Internet as a tool for communication, information and participation by Helen Belcastro

Issue 1 (May 27, 2005)
Welcome to “Globala Tider” by Florencia Enghel
The challenge of the ‘glocal’ by Oscar Hemer and Thomas Tufte
Trust in transnational networks by Thomas Hylland Eriksen
The politics of gender by Karin Gwinn Wilkins
The humanitarian role of mass media in conflict by Gordon Adam
Tides of hope? by Warren Feek
Educating the world by Kerstin Gossé
Information wants to be free by Linda Karlsson
Divided city by Rasnah Warah
Does Africa need museums? by Lena Millinger
ICTs for the poorest of the rural poor by Sanjay Gupta
Good things happen here as well by Kristina Rörstrom